Sole Source Justification

Content Description:

Substitute Teacher Training Courses, Initial and Advanced Courses -

Proven Behavior Management Skills and Teaching Strategies

Content:
The handbook and the online courses is the result of research findings compiled by STEDI.org, formerly the Substitute Teaching Institute at Utah State University.

The material covers strategies for managing classroom learning, methods for presenting the permanent teacher’s lesson plans, and ideas for rewards and motivators. In addition these chapters cover the aspects of being a professional substitute teacher, special education as well as safety, legal aspects of the job, out-of-classroom activities and multiculturalism.

Additional material provides lesson and activity ideas for a “SubPack,” early finishers, and “five-minute fillers.” Distinctive icons are included for suggesting activity special needs adaptations and accelerated adaptation.

Price

The suggested retail for the handbook is $24.95 for the handbook and $39.95 for the online courses; sometimes sold as textbooks to college bookstores. The cost per item can be discounted according to the quantity ordered. Delivery will be made to the district’s designated location within a week. As to any nonprofit entity, there will be no sales tax charges.

Competition in providing for all items related to training materials developed by STEDI is precluded by the existence of a copyright.

The STEDI.org is the publisher and sole provider of this handbook, as well as online training courses, SubSkills, Advanced Courses, SubWise mentoring, SubOrientation DVD, and Classroom Management CD, under the aforementioned conditions.
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